perpendicularly-oriented dendrites of GCs. In studies of synaptic physiology in the OB, it is 60 clear that GC spines can deliver graded recurrent inhibition onto MC dendrites following MC 61 excitation without the need for GC somatic spiking (Schoppa et al., 1998; Isaacson and 62 Strowbridge, 1998) , though the efficacy and functional utility of graded versus GC spike-63 mediated inhibition in the intact system remain open questions. Foundational work in the OB 64 originally concluded that EPL lateral inhibition, based on the assumption of a distance-65 dependent topology of synaptic weights, mediated similarity-dependent contrast enhancement 66 (e.g., Yokoi et al., 1995) . This hypothesis arose in part by simple analogy with the retina, 67 though the high stimulus dimensionality generated by the olfactory epithelium coupled with the 68 lack of an external physical metric akin to wavelength or frequency rules out this possibility 69 (Cleland and Sethupathy, 2006; Cleland 2014) . In accordance with the latter theoretical work, 70 subsequent experimental studies clearly demonstrated the absence of nearest-neighbor 71 topologies of either chemoreceptive field similarity (Soucy et al., 2009) or lateral inhibitory 72 weights in OB EPL circuitry (Fantana et al., 2008) . While it is becoming increasingly clear that 73 learning, mediated at least in part by the selective survival and differentiation of adult-74 generated granule cells, underlies the architecture of lateral inhibition across the EPL 75 (Lepousez et al., 2013; Tong et al., 2014; Arruda-Carvalho et al., 2014) , this still begs the 76 question of what mechanisms map and regulate the topology of inhibition in the EPL. Toaddress these questions at a functional level, the biophysical constraints of the underlying 78 physical system first must be established. 79
Somatofugal spikes actively propagate along the full extent of mitral cell lateral 80 dendrites (Xiong and Chen, 2002; Christie and Westbrook, 2003; Debarbieux et al., 2003) , 81 which extend and branch sufficiently to reach nearly any point within the EPL (Orona et al., 82 1984; Shipley and Ennis, 1996) . Thus, physical distance need not be a factor in estimating the 83 density or efficacy of MC-to-GC synaptic connections. In contrast, synaptic inhibition does not 84 actively propagate. The centripetal axis of propagation in OB principal neurons passes from 85 the apical dendrite sampling the glomerulus, through the soma, to the axon and its targets in 86 other olfactory structures, with spike initiation in the soma or apical dendrite (Chen et al., 2002) . 87
Given that this axis bypasses the lateral dendrites, inhibitory inputs to these dendrites must 88 affect cellular state at the soma in order to influence the information throughput of MCs by 89 altering the timing of centripetally propagating spikes. If inhibitory synapses that contact MC 90 dendrites at distal locations are physically unable to meaningfully affect signal propagation 91 through MCs, this would favor models of EPL function based on proximity-independent lateral 92 excitation of GCs by MCs coupled with proximity-dependent lateral inhibition of MCs by GCs 93 (McTavish et al., 2012) , and sharply restrict the plausible hypotheses regarding how learning 94 and other factors can shape the distribution of functional lateral inhibition across the EPL. 95
We constructed biophysically detailed microcircuit models of 96 based on the MC model of Li and Cleland (2013) , to assess the capacities of inhibitory synaptic 97 inputs delivered onto lateral dendrites to modify MC state at the soma. First, using a passive 98 version of the model to measure cable properties, we measured the effects of four interacting 99 variables on both polarization and shunting effects at the soma that could impede or delay 100 action potential propagation. Specifically, these included (1) the distance between synaptic 101 input and the soma, (2) the peak synaptic conductance, (3) the chloride reversal potential that 102 governs the driving force through the GABA A receptor, and (4) the dendritic diameter. We alsoseparately assessed two tapering models of the lateral dendrite and the effects of dendritic 104 branching. Second, we used an active version of the model, incorporating the more 105 realistically tapering dendrite and exhibiting subthreshold oscillations (STOs), bursting, and 106 other dynamical MC properties, to measure the effects of lateral inhibitory inputs on spike 107 propagation and timing. The results of our simulations suggest that distal inhibitory inputs are 108 ineffective at modifying the state of the primary MC axis sufficiently to delay or otherwise affect 109 action potential generation or centripetal propagation. In contrast, perisomatic inhibition 110 constrained the STO phase window of MC action potential firing, particularly when strong 111 enough to reflect multiple synchronous synaptic inputs. Such phase regulation of spike timing 112 in resonant neurons has been shown to enhance spike synchrony within an appropriately 113 coupled OB network (Li and Cleland, 2013 
Axial resistivity 135
The axial resistivity R a of the lateral dendrite is a critical parameter, as it affects length 136 constants (the efficacy of passive voltage propagation along cables) as effectively as the 137 dendritic diameter, a variable of interest. We determined R a according to experimental 138 measurements of mitral cell dendritic length constants by Djurisic et al. (2004) . Specifically, dendritic diameter in cm, and R a the axial resistivity in Ω cm, we solved for the axial resistivity 147 attenuated by a factor of about 0.33 at 179 μm distance along a nonlinearly tapered dendrite in 154 which the fast sodium current had been blocked (Figure 1, NLT) . A spike waveform command 155 potential inserted into a mitral cell in the presence of tetrodotoxin to block spike propagation 156 was attenuated by a comparable factor at a comparable distance (Figure 8 in Djurisic et al., 157 2004) . 158
159
Properties of the passivized model 160
For cable-theoretic simulations of the propagation of inhibitory synaptic effects to the 161 soma, we "passivized" the MC model of Li and Cleland (2013) by rendering all membrane 162 conductances ohmic with conductances equal to those of the active model at rest. That is, the 163 cell was in a state identical to that of the fully active model at rest, but the gating variables of 164 the active membrane conductances did not change when the cell was perturbed. For 165 simplicity, we implemented this state by reparameterizing a single, ohmic, nonspecific ion 166 channel to the same total membrane conductance exhibited by the active spiking model at rest, 167 and adjusted the reversal potential of this channel to match the resting potential of the 168 passivized cell to that of the active cell. Consequently, the input resistances and synaptic 169 driving forces of the active (at rest) and passivized cells were identical. 170
171

Synaptic properties 172
Granule cells were not explicitly modeled in these simulations; their GABA A ergic 173 synapses onto mitral cells were modeled only postsynaptically. We modeled the GABA A ergic 174 synapse as a double exponential function with a rising time constant of 1.25 ms and a decay 175 time constant of 4 ms, consistent with experimental data (Schoppa, 2006, Inoue and 176 Strowbridge 2008) . Notably, the decay kinetics of GABA A receptors depend strongly on their α-177 subunit composition, ranging from 3 ms for receptors containing only α1-type alpha subunits to 178 subunits, as modeled herein, though tufted cells and a superficial subpopulation of mitral cells 180 express receptors comprised of α3 subunits, or a combination of both (Eyre et al., 2012 , 181 Panzanelli et al., 2005 . 182
183
Variables of interest 184
The majority of simulations featured four independent variables: the distance between 185 an inhibitory synapse and the MC soma, the peak conductance of the inhibitory synapse, the 186 diameter of the lateral dendrite, and the (chloride) reversal potential of the GABA A receptor. In 187 additional studies, we manipulated cellular morphology by gradually tapering or branching the 188 lateral dendrite. 189
Distance between the inhibitory synapse and the soma. Mitral cell lateral dendrites 190 project broadly across the OB external plexiform layer and branch several times (Orona et al. 191 1983), elaborating to a degree sufficient to innervate every column of the OB (Shipley and 192 Ennis, 1996) . Column in the context of the mammalian OB refers to a single glomerulus, Two tapering models were used. In the first, dendrites tapered linearly from 2.0 μm at the 232 soma to 0.5 μm at the end of the dendrite, 1500 μm distal to the soma (Mori et al., 1983) . A 233 more morphologically accurate, nonlinearly tapering model also was constructed. The lateral 234 dendrite in this model tapered from 3.4 to 2.0 μm over the most proximal 71.4 μm, consistent 235 with the tapering measured by Lowe (2002) out to 60 μm from the soma. The dendrite then 236 further tapered from 2.0 to 0.5 μm at a distance of 428.6 μm, and maintained a constant 0.5 237 μm diameter thereafter. These two transition points corresponded to compartment boundaries 238 within the most proximal 500 μm section of the uniform-diameter model dendrites and were 239 selected to maintain odd numbers of compartments per section and to ensure that all 240 computations were performed in identical locations across all models by NEURON (with the 241 sole exception being that the most proximal tapering section was subdivided from one into five 242 compartments to increase spatial resolution). Specifically, the 21 compartments comprising 243 the 1500 um dendrite in the non-tapered models were reapportioned as follows: one to the 244 most proximal tapering section (which then was subdivided into five), five to the second 245 tapering section, and 15 to the distal section of constant diameter. Hence, differences in 246 numerical solutions cannot be attributed to artifactual changes in the precise dendritic locations 247 at which differential equations were solved. 248
Branching. Mitral cells have an estimated average of 6.2 lateral dendrites, each of 249 which branch several times, broadly innervating the extent of the external plexiform layer such 250 that each GC could in principle connect with mitral cells from any glomerulus (Shipley and 251 Ennis, 1995; Orona et al., 1983; Mori et al., 1983) . We simulated the effects of increased 252 numbers of dendritic branch points to determine the overall effect of branching on the ability of 253 distal synaptic inputs to affect physiological response properties at the soma (presumably by 254 shunting current). In simplified accordance with Mori et al. (1983) , we varied the number of 255 branches from 0 to 5, with the first branch point at 100 μm from the soma, and subsequentbranches arising at evenly spaced 300 μm intervals (i.e., branch points were at 100, 400, 700, 257 1000, and 1300 μm from the soma). All dendrites in these simulations had a uniform diameter 258 of 2.0 μm to better visualize branching effects. 259
260
Properties of the active model 261
The active MC model was taken directly from Li and Cleland (2013) 
Dependent variable calculation 274
The effects of inhibitory synaptic inputs on somatic membrane potential were directly 275 measured as the peak deflection from rest. The effects on somatic input resistance were 276 evaluated by opening a current shunt with the same range of conductances as our inhibitory 277 synapses at different sites along the lateral dendrite. We then injected a hyperpolarizing current 278 into the soma and measured the change in somatic membrane potential. Current amplitudes 279 were selected to limit voltage deflections to less than 5 mV to minimize effects on voltage-280 dependent currents (when present). We solved for input resistance using Ohm's law. 281
283
Results
285
Passivized model definition 286
Whereas membrane excitation can propagate along axons or active dendrites in the 287 form of action potentials, the effects of inhibitory synaptic inputs do not actively propagate. 288
Hence, it is unclear how or whether inhibitory inputs onto distal regions of MC lateral dendrites 289 are able to affect spike initiation, propagation, or timing at the soma. We first assessed the 290 cable propagation of these inhibitory signals using a "passivized" version of the Li and Cleland 291
(2013) MC model. In this modified model, all membrane conductances were rendered ohmic 292 with total conductances equal to those of the active model at rest (see Methods). Inhibitory 293 synaptic inputs of several different peak conductances were delivered onto the lateral dendrite 294 at distances ranging from zero to 1500 μm from the soma. To cover a range of parameters 295 used in existing mitral cell models (Table 1) , we employed three different dendritic diameters 296 and two different GABA A receptor reversal potentials (E Cl ) in separate simulations. As 297 described in the Methods, the single most relevant uniform-diameter parameter set for distal 298 inputs is 0.5 μm diameter with a chloride reversal potential of -70 mV. A diameter of 2.0 μm is 299 a better approximation for the most proximal ~40-80 μm of dendritic length, roughly within a 300 glomerular diameter, and the alternative E Cl of -78 mV better reflects data from most slice 301 recording studies, in which the chloride driving force is often artificially increased to improve 302 IPSP visualization. The largest diameter, 3.4 μm, reflects the size of the MC apical dendrite 303 that connects the glomerular tuft to the MC soma. 304 GABA A -ergic inhibitory synaptic inputs onto the lateral dendrite weakly hyperpolarized 307 the soma in a predictably distance-dependent manner. With an E Cl of -70 mV, the polarizing 308 effects were minimal, corresponding to a driving force of 0.1 mV (with 0.5 μm dendrites and a 309 resting potential of -70 mV) to 1.4 mV (with 3.4 μm dendrites and a resting potential of -68.6 310 mV; Figure 2A -C). The spike generation threshold for the active model was about -42 mV. 311
Even with a driving force of nearly 10 mV with E Cl = -78 mV ( Figure 2D-F) , polarizing effects on 312 the soma fell off sharply with distance; synaptic events comparable to one or a few coincident 313 inputs (i.e., 0.5 to 2.0 nS) generated considerably less than 0.5 mV deflection when located 314 more than a few tens of microns from the soma, even given an unrealistically thick dendrite. 315
With a diameter of 0.5 μm, appropriate for dendritic regions more distant than ~100 μm from 316 the soma, even high estimates of total recurrent activity (20 nS) exhibited less than 1 mV 317 deflection when inputs were further than a few tens of microns from the soma (roughly 1-2 318 glomerular diameters). Under the most realistic conditions in vivo (E Cl = -70 mV, diameter = 2.0 319 μm within ~100 μm of soma, 0.5 μm further away; Figure 2A ,B), the polarizing effects of 320 synaptic inputs on the soma were negligible. As previously predicted (Cleland and Sethupathy, 321 2006; Li and Cleland, 2013; Cleland, 2014) and recently experimentally demonstrated 322 (Fukunaga et al., 2014) , these results suggest that somatic hyperpolarization via GC inhibition 323 is unlikely to be able to prevent spiking in MCs, particularly when these spikes are initiated 324 within the apical dendrite (Chen et al., 2002) . 325 326
Synaptic effects on somatic input resistance 327
However, polarization is not the only means by which somatic information processing 328 can be affected. Shunting inhibition can sharply affect spike generation, propagation, and 329 timing by transiently reducing the input resistance of particular cellular compartments, even in 330 the absence of membrane polarization (Vida et al., 2006; David et al., 2008) . The effects of 331 shunting inhibition also scale with distance along the dendrite, because that distance iseffectively a resistor in series with the variable synaptic conductance. However, the efficacy of 333 shunting inhibition on somatic input resistance is insensitive to the synaptic driving force; 334 inhibitory currents with reversal potentials near rest can still strongly affect cellular signaling, 335 even if no voltage deflections are observed. In our simulations, GABA A ergic synaptic inputs 336 onto the lateral dendrite reduced somatic input resistance in a predictably distance-dependent 337 manner (Figure 3) . Dendritic diameter had two prominent effects. First, the baseline MC input 338 resistance decreased with larger dendritic diameters, because the total surface area of the 339 neuron was greater. Second, larger dendritic diameters increased the distance from which 340 synaptic conductances could effectively alter somatic input resistance. A narrow, 0.5 μm 341 diameter dendrite limited the impact of inhibitory shunt conductances to the immediate vicinity 342 of the somatic column ( Figure 3A) , whereas a 2.0 μm diameter dendrite enabled somewhat 343 more distal inputs to significantly reduce input resistance at the soma ( Figure 3B) . 344
Because the distance at which inhibitory synaptic inputs can effectively modulate 345 somatic signaling is a critical question, and these dendritic diameters differed substantially in 346 the efficacy of their signal propagation, we performed additional simulations using models of 347 tapered dendrites. First, we simulated a simple, linearly tapering dendrite (2.0 μm at the soma, 348 0.5 μm at 1500 μm distance; Figure 3D ). These simulations exhibited a baseline somatic input 349 resistance between that of the cell with a 0.5 μm diameter dendrite and that of the cell with a 350 2.0 μm diameter dendrite, and a pattern of declining somatic impact with distance similar to 351 that of the cell with a 2.0 μm diameter dendrite. We then constructed a more complex model 352 of dendritic tapering to more precisely reflect experimental estimates of neuronal morphology. 353
Here, the diameter tapered from 3.4 μm at the soma to 2.0 μm at 71.4 μm distance, then 354 tapered further to 0.5 μm at 428.6 μm distance, and remained at 0.5 μm thereafter (specific 355 values were chosen so as to retain compartment boundaries and locations of computation; 356 Figure 3E ). These simulations exhibited sharp limitations on the distances from whichstrong responses to proximal synaptic inputs. Overall, the effects of shunting inhibition on 359 somatic input resistance appear quite powerful when the inhibitory synapses are located 360 proximal to the soma, but drop off rapidly with distance. The implication is that even 361 moderately distant synaptic inputs onto MC lateral dendrites may not have sufficient effects on 362 somatic state to affect centripetal spike propagation . 363
364
Dendritic tapering and capping effects on somatic membrane potential 365
Before testing this hypothesis in an active, spiking MC model, we conducted additional 366 simulations with the passivized model to measure the effects of modified morphologies on the 367 capacity of inhibitory synaptic inputs to affect somatic membrane potential. First, using a 2 μm 368 diameter dendrite ( Figure 4A ), we capped the dendrite at 1500 μm in length and observed that 369 distal inputs had a slightly enhanced capacity to hyperpolarize the soma ( Figure 4B ), though 370 not to a degree likely to exert a meaningful somatic effect. Second, we simulated a linear taper 371 to observe the interaction between the effects of tapering and capping. Using a taper identical 372 to that of Figure 3D , we measured synaptically-induced hyperpolarization at the soma along 373 both uncapped ( Figure 4C ) and capped ( Figure 4D ) tapering model dendrites. Synapses along 374 a narrowing dendrite had a weaker effect at the soma, whereas capping the dendrite 375 strengthened the somatic effect to roughly the same degree. All other simulations were 376 performed using uncapped dendrites (see Methods) to avoid these effects. Third, we 377 measured the effects of dendritic branching on the capacity of distal inhibitory inputs to affect 378 the soma. Individual MCs extend multiple lateral dendrites into the EPL (mean = 6.2), each of 379 which branches extensively (Shipley and Ennis 1996, Orona et al., 1983) . We varied the 380 number of branch points from 0 to 5, and distributed them along the dendrite. To approximate 381 their experimental distribution as described by Mori et al. (1983) , the first branch point was 382 located 100 μm from the soma, and subsequent branches were located at 300 μm intervals 383 thereafter (i.e., branch points were 100, 400, 700, 1000, and 1300 μm from the soma). Allbranches were 2 μm in diameter and untapered. The effect of dendritic branching on MC 385 somatic responses to distal inhibitory inputs was negligible in all cases ( Figure 5A-F) . 386 387
Active model definition 388
Using the fully active, spiking, dynamical MC model of Li and Cleland (2013) , minimally 389 modified (see Methods), we first measured the effects of distal inhibitory synaptic inputs on the 390 membrane potential and input resistance of the MC soma, using variables and methods 391 identical to those employed for the passivized model (Figures 2-3 
Synaptic effects on STOs and spike timing in the active model 407
Passivized model simulations suggested that synaptic inputs onto MC lateral dendrites 408 that are not closely adjacent to the soma will have little or no effect on somatic state, and 409 hence are unlikely to substantially affect spike propagation along the primary neuronal axis.
Selecting the complex tapering model described above ( Figure 3E ) as the most realistic 411 approximation of mitral cell morphology, we tested the capacity of inhibitory synaptic inputs 412 along the lateral dendrite to affect STO properties and spike timing in the active model. The 413 baseline STO frequency and amplitude in the tapered model were similar to those in the model 414 with an untapered 2.0 μm diameter dendrite ( Figure 6D) . 415
Effects of inhibitory inputs on STOs and spikes in the active model mirrored the passive 416 model results, with distal inputs having no effect on STO or spike timing (Figure 7 ). Adjacent to 417 the soma, delays increased with the phase of inhibitory onset, where an STO phase of zero is 418 defined to be the peak of the previous STO. This effect of onset phase on delay suggested 419 that these inhibitory synaptic inputs, delivered in common to multiple MCs, could progressively 420 synchronize their STOs and action potentials. Notably, strong inhibitory or shunting inputs are 421 capable of fully resetting the phase of MC STOs (Desmaisons et al., 1999; Rubin and Cleland, 422 2006; Li and Cleland, 2013) . We therefore probed how effectively weaker or more distal 423 synaptic inputs could reset MC STOs and regulate their spike times. GABA A -ergic synaptic 424 inputs were first delivered to the lateral dendrite of oscillating MCs during a (non-spiking) 425 interburst interval, at several phases of the STO. Weak inhibitory inputs delivered between 426 STO peaks produced modest shifts in STO timing ( Figure 8A ). Stronger inputs reduced the 427 effect of phase of onset when delivered proximally to the soma, approaching phase-428 independent reset ( Figure 8B-C) , but also could induce rebound spikes when proximal to the 429 soma ( Figure 8C ). All effects dropped off with increasing distance between synapse and 430 soma. 431 GABA A -ergic synaptic inputs then were delivered at several phases of the final 432 interburst STO just prior to burst initiation, where they influenced the timing of the subsequent 433 action potential. The effects on spike timing were similar to the effects observed on STO 434 phase resets in the interburst interval ( Figure 8D-F) . Specifically, weak inputs exerted minimaltiming with respect to synaptic input, rather than to prior STO phase ( Figure 8F) 
Discussion
445
Only proximal inhibitory inputs directly affect MC signaling 446
The simulations described here indicate that lateral inhibitory inputs from GCs onto MC 447 dendrites must be both large and proximal to the MC soma in order to substantively influence 448 MC centripetal spike propagation. Inputs on the scale of single GC synaptic connections 449 (under 2.0 nS) had minimal effects in these simulations, though there may be substantial 450 periodic background inhibition to MCs in an intact and active network such that a small 451 additional inhibitory conductance, if well-timed, may exert a stronger marginal effect than is 452 illustrated here. In contrast, the effects of distance on inhibitory synaptic efficacy are 453 unmistakable. Whereas inhibitory synapses connect to MC lateral dendrites well over a 454 millimeter away from the MC soma, these distal inhibitory inputs are unable to exert a 455 significant influence on the MC soma, and hence cannot meaningfully influence MC centripetal 456 signaling. Only proximal lateral inhibitory inputs are able to directly influence centripetal 457 information processing within a given MC. 458
Exactly how proximal to the soma these inputs must be in order to be functionally 459 effective, however, depends on several parameters that are not precisely known (e.g., axial 460 resistivity) and/or can vary from neuron to neuron (e.g., dendritic tapering). Consequently, inlieu of building a single model with a single set of parameter estimates and drawing 462 conclusions therefrom, we have performed simulations across a range of relevant parameters 463 in order to illustrate the extent of reasonable uncertainty. These results enable the rejection of 464 some hypotheses, such as the possibility that larger synaptic weights at more distal inputs 465 would be able to compensate for the distance and affect the soma with appreciable efficacy. 466
However, it remains unclear whether inhibitory synapses must be extremely close (such as 467 within a single glomerular diameter of a target MC soma) to be effective, or whether effective 468 inhibition can be delivered from a few hundred micrometers distance. 469
470
Lateral inhibition affects MC spike timing 471
The efficacy of inhibitory inputs onto MC signaling also depends critically on the metric 472 by which MCs represent information. Inhibitory inputs onto MC lateral dendrites are not well 473 positioned to powerfully suppress MC action potentials, particularly when MC spikes are 474 initiated in the primary dendrite (Chen et al., 2002) . Accordingly, contemporary hypotheses 475
propose that GC-MC inhibition primarily affects MC spike timing, and that downstream circuits 476 are constructed to utilize this timing information (Li and Cleland, 2013) . Indeed, MC spike 477 timing properties contain information about odor quality (Lepousez and Lledo, 2013) , piriform 478 cortical circuits are responsive to temporally correlated spiking inputs (Davison and Ehlers, 479 2011; Luna and Schoppa, 2008) , and traditional olfactory sensory transformations can be 480 performed using spike timing-based computations (Linster and Cleland, 2010) . Moreover, MC 481 spikes can be delayed by shunting inhibition --i.e., by reductions in input resistance that 482 dampen membrane excitability --meaning that synaptic reversal potentials near rest (e.g., -70 483 mV) can deliver effective inhibition in this regime without dependence on membrane 484 hyperpolarization (Figures 3, 8 ; David et al, 2008) . Notably, one class of nestin-positive GCs
We here show that only proximal inhibition onto MC secondary dendrites is effective in 488 delaying MC action potentials. Figure 8 illustrates that proximal inhibitory inputs are able to 489 shift the intrinsic STO phase in MCs to reflect the timing of the inhibitory input, delaying spikes 490 and potentially facilitating the synchronization of MCs that are driven by similarly-timed 491 inhibitory inputs. Stronger inhibitory synaptic inputs can even entirely reset the STO phase in 492
MCs (Li and Cleland, 2013; Rubin and Cleland, 2006) . In related computational work, 493
McTavish and colleagues (2012) proposed by Xiong and Chen (2002) , is that these synaptic inputs from GCs block action 508 potential propagation along MC lateral dendrites; that is, lateral signaling from a MC to its 509 targets along a particular dendritic branch could be gated by synaptic input from a third-party 510 GC at an intermediate location. Indeed, experimental delivery of inhibition onto MC lateral 511 dendrites via localized puffs of GABA or electrical stimulation of the granule cell layer 512 successfully blocked somatofugal spike propagation in MC lateral dendrites (Xiong and Chen,2002) . However, it remains uncertain whether this gating occurs reliably under natural 514 circumstances, in which inhibitory inputs are likely to be much weaker than these experimental 515 manipulations. Notably, in vivo studies of spike propagation along MC lateral dendrites during 516 odor presentations suggest that local inhibition does not impair propagation, even when 517 dendritic calcium transients are locally attenuated (Debarbieux et al., 2003) . Similarly, the local 518 uncaging of GABA along lateral dendrites in vitro can attenuate spike amplitudes locally without 519 impairing their further propagation (Lowe, 2002) . By analogy with the somatic effects depicted 520 herein, an interesting possibility is that laterally propagating spikes are delayed by mid-dendrite 521 synaptic inhibition, potentially enhancing oscillatory synchrony across the extended network by 522 nonspecifically increasing the coupling density throughout the spatial extent of individual MCs 523 and OB circuitry (Bazhenov et al., 2008; Rulkov and Bazhenov, 2008) . Not only would this 524 nonspecific-coupling possibility help resolve the serious biophysical problem of how to 525 establish a robust common clock across the OB, necessary for reliable postsynaptic 526 computations based on MC spike timing, but it also bypasses the theoretical problems posed 527 by the specific gating hypothesis. In the OB network, in which physical location correlates 528 neither with chemical quality nor with synaptic connection weights, preventing lateral spike 529 propagation to a set of functionally unrelated neighboring columns targeted by branches of the 530 same MC dendrite is likely to be of limited computational value. 531
The hypothesis of nonspecific dendrodendritic coupling across the EPL serving to 532 enhance synchronous periodic activity is additionally compatible with recent results suggesting 533 that many reciprocal synapses located distally on MC lateral dendrites may be formed not with 534
GCs, but with a distinct class of parvalbumin-expressing interneurons, whereas synaptic inputs 535 from GCs are largely proximal to MC somata (Bartel et al., 2015) . (Of course, as MC excitation 536 of GCs occurs at great distances, this does not contraindicate the existence of MC-GC 537 synapses, reciprocal or otherwise, at distal dendritic locations). Parvalbumin-positive (PV+) 538 interneurons have long been proposed to make reciprocal dendrodendritic connections withMC lateral dendrites (Toida et al., 1994; Kosaka and Kosaka, 2008) ; more recent work has 540 indicated that these neurons connect broadly across MCs, in contrast to the apparent 541 specificity of GC connections (Kato et al., 2013; Miyamichi et al., 2013) . Evidence that 542
GABAergic feedback inhibition onto MC lateral dendrites does not require GC spiking 543 (Schoppa et al., 1998; Isaacson and Strowbridge, 1998 ) is likely to also apply to PV+ 544 interneurons. The putative spatial segregation of these reciprocal synapses on MCs into 545 proximal (GC) and distal (PV+) subtypes suggests a functional division of labor: a dense but 546 nonspecific dendrodendritic synaptic network based on MC-PV+ interactions that generates 547 and maintains a dynamical clock across the EPL network, while a sparse and specifically 548 targeted synaptic network based on MC-GC interactions underlies intercolumnar lateral 549 inhibition, strongly shaped by learning and mediated largely by spike timing delays within the 550 structure of this common clock. This segregation, if corroborated by future studies, may help 551 resolve a number of subtle but biophysically critical problems in OB computational modeling, 552 including the problem of maintaining coherence across a physically large network coupled by 553 delay lines with short length constants and a wide distribution of lengths and the problem of 554 generating a reliable baseline of periodic inhibition in the gamma band based solely on 555
GABAergic synaptic inputs that are fast, sparse, and plastic. 556 557
Summary 558
The computations performed by MCs and GCs in the OB external plexiform layer have 559 been a central question in olfactory neuroscience for decades (Rall et al., 1966) . Establishing 560 a theory to describe the topology of their interactions (e.g., effective inhibition must be 561 delivered proximally to the MC soma) and the mechanism by which MC signaling properties 562 are modified (e.g., by delaying centripetal action potentials with respect to a common 563 oscillatory clock) is necessary before addressing narrower questions such as the implicationsof learning-associated synaptic weight changes or the incorporation of adult-generated 565 neurons into OB circuitry. inhibitory synaptic input were tested (inset). Inputs had a reversal potential of -70 mV and wereF: 20 nS. Phases of onset were defined with 0 as the peak of the preceding STO and 2π as 796 the peak of the following STO or spike in the absence of synaptic input. Phases of onset 797 beyond 5π/4 were excluded from the plots as STO peaks were truncated, or spikes skipped 798 (i.e., delayed for at least a full cycle) depending on the strength of input. Strong inhibitory 799 inputs between two STOs were also capable of triggering rebound spikes and delaying the 800 following STO peak (e.g., panel C). The convergence of the six curves as proximity to the 801 soma increases reflects the degree to which MC STOs are reset to a common phase by 802 inhibitory synaptic input (Rubin and Cleland, 2006 
